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THE RELATION OF WEAKLY DISCRETE TO SET
AND EQUINUMEROSITY IN MEREOLOGY

ROBERT E. CLAY

INTRODUCTION*

This paper deals with a formal system introduced by Lesniewski called
mereology, in which, as the name implies, the concept of "party of the
whole" is primitive. This system studies the properties of the collective
class. Mereology is based on ontology, a formal system in which " i s " is
the primitive term. Ontology in turn is based on protothetic or on proposi-
tional calculus and quantification theory.

The collective class differs greatly from the distributive class. How-
ever, under the condition, "the a's are weakly discrete", which we
introduce, the collective class of the a's and the distributive class of the
a's become alike with respect to equinumerosity. We are thus able to prove
the analogs of three important set-theoretic theorems under this condition.
Two of these were previously known for the condition, "the a's are dis-
crete", but the third is an entirely new theorem.

We then prove that for a certain class of statements dealing primarily
with equinumerosity, discrete and weakly discrete are inferentially equiv-
alent.

ONTOLOGICAL PRELIMINARIES

Ontology has the following very intuitive sole axiom.

01 [Aa]:.Aεa. = :[iB].Bεa:[CD]:CεA.DεA.^.CεD:[C]:CεΆ.o.Cεa

There is no rule which guides the use of capital and small letters. For
easier understanding we shall use capital letters for names that are known
to be proper and lower case letters otherwise. In this system two types of

*This paper is part of a Thesis written under the direction of Professor Bolestaw
Sobociήski and submitted to the Graduate School of the University of Notre Dame in
partial fulfillment of the requirements for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy with
Mathematics as major subject in August, 1961. Cf. [3].
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